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Ultra-Wideband 90º Waveguide Twist for THz 

applications  
 

C. D. López, D. Montofré, V. Desmaris, A. Henkel and V. Belitsky, Senior Member, IEEE 

Abstract— We report on the design, fabrication, and 

characterization of a novel 90º waveguide step twist with 56% 

fractional bandwidth. The proposed twist provides 90º field 

rotation in the frequency range 210-375 GHz. The experimental 

results are in good agreement with the electromagnetic simulations 

showing an insertion loss below 0.3 dB and a return loss better 

than 20 dB over most of the band. The ultra-wideband 

performance, tolerance to fabrication inaccuracies and 

compactness makes the proposed design attractive for various mm 

and sub-millimeter applications. The twist geometry is optimized 

for simple fabrication through direct milling. Furthermore, the 

design remains highly compact since both steps are fabricated on 

a single washer. 

 
Index Terms— 90º twist, Waveguide twist, THz applications, 

millimeter/submillimeter wave, astronomical applications, space 

applications.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE development of ultra-wideband components at mm 

and sub-mm frequencies is crucial for applications in 

multiple research fields, e.g. radio astronomy [1-5], 

biomedical science [6], and material science [7]. Moreover, 

modern communications systems such as the fifth-generation 

wireless communication (5G) have made extensive use of 

broadband millimeter-wave (mm-wave) components [8].  In 

addition, the future sixth-generation wireless communication 

system (6G) is expected to make use of higher frequency bands 

beyond the mm-wave up to THz bands [8], [9]. On the other 

hand, radio astronomy science goals for the next decades 

require the development of components with high fractional 

bandwidth and state of the art performance [12]. In particular, 

dual-polarization heterodyne receivers [3-5], [11-13] will be 

key for astronomical observations at THz frequencies, e.g. the 

event horizon of a supermassive black hole, and the red super-

giant VY Canis Majoris [14]. 

THz heterodyne receivers with dual-polarization detection 

frequently rely on orthomode transducers (OMTs) [5]. Since the 

OMT outputs are generally orthogonal to each other, the E field 

of one of the output waveguides often needs to be rotated 90º to 

facilitate the integration of the two signal chains into a single 

receiver system. Electromagnetic field rotation is frequently 

achieved by employing a waveguide twist. Therefore, 

waveguide twists have become an essential component for 
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receivers with polarization discrimination. Numerous designs 

for waveguide twists have been investigated throughout the 

years. For instance, a classical solution is found in continuous 

twists. Such twists provide broadband performance with 

excellent matching over the whole bandwidth. This type of 

twist is traditionally produced by gradually twisting a 

rectangular waveguide along its longitudinal axis [15]. 

Alternatively, they could be fabricated with an aluminum mold 

and electroforming to achieve better geometric accuracy. 

However, these fabrication methods are complex and 

expensive. Furthermore, continuous twists are difficult to 

implement in systems where compactness is a major concern, 

e.g., space-borne applications where the weight and size of the 

payload must be minimized without degrading the overall 

system performance [16], [12]. Moreover, continuous twists are 

long waveguide components that introduce losses that are 

significant at frequencies above 100 GHz, and consequently, 

they could degrade the performance of, e.g., a receiver.  

An alternative solution was explored in the designs 

presented in [17], [18], which are based on multi-step twists. 

These twists are formed by a series of waveguide sections that 

are gradually rotated until the full E-field rotation is achieved. 

Although this solution is less bulky than a continuous twist, the 

overall performance of the multi-step twists depends on the 

fabrication and mounting tolerances of each section. Therefore, 

these twists are especially challenging to implement at higher 

frequencies where mounting tolerances are more critical. 

The 90° single-step twists constitute the most compact 

solution [19-23]. In this approach, a single section is inserted in 

the waveguide system with an angle of 45°, which allows the 

E-field to rotate. Nonetheless, it remains rather difficult to 

achieve fractional bandwidth larger than 44% with single step-

twists [22]. 

In this work, we present a novel 90º twist that combines a 

tolerant geometry, compactness, and ultra-broadband 

performance with 56% fractional bandwidth at THz 

frequencies. Moreover, the suggested geometry can be realized 

by direct milling of two twist sections on a single washer. This 

configuration considerably eases the fabrication and eliminates 

the mounting inaccuracy between the sections.  

The proposed design is intended to cover the frequency band 

210-375GHz. This frequency range was selected since it 

T 
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combines band 6 (211-275 GHz) and band 7 (275 GHz-

375GHz) of the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter 

Array (ALMA) [10].  However, the design is not limited to 

radio astronomy applications and it could be implemented in 

any system where compactness and wideband performance are 

required.   

II. THEORY AND DESIGN 

A. Principle of Operation 

 

The proposed twist is illustrated in Fig. 1. In order to achieve 

E-field rotation, a discontinuity is introduced into a waveguide 

where a desirable evanescent mode(s) is exited, i.e, these modes 

will exist inside the step twist cavity but they will not propagate 

in the rectangular waveguide. Single-step and multi-step twists 

take advantage of the electrical separation between such 

discontinuities to mutually cancel their reflections into single-

mode waveguides, as studied in [19].  The introduction of a step 

twist creates a discontinuity that is generally inductive [19].  In 

the case of an ideal single-step twist, the discontinuities created 

with the input and output waveguides are identical. Therefore, 

if the thickness of the step is close to λg/4 both discontinuities 

will mutually cancel. It is important to note that λg is defined as 

the guided wavelength of the dominant mode inside the twist 

cavity.  

In the case of multi-step twists is important to distinguish 

between two cases. In the first case, the cross section of the 

steps consists of a rotated rectangular waveguide of the same 

size as the input/output waveguides. Ideally, if the rotation 

angle is constant, the reactive discontinuities are equal and they 

might be mutually canceled if the thickness of each step is λg/4. 

In contrast, such discontinuities are not identical when the cross 

section of the steps is not a rectangular waveguide [24], i.e. the 

discontinuities created between the steps are different from the 

input and output ones.  Hence, the thickness and the rotation 

angle of the steps must be adjusted to compensate for the 

reactive effect of unequal discontinuities. In other words, the 

optimum thickness of each section is different from λg/4, and/or 

the rotation angle might not be constant, i.e. the angular rotation 

of the input waveguide and the first step is not the same as 

between the steps. Such is the case with the proposed twist.  

As depicted in Fig. 1, the proposed twist consists of two 

double ridge rectangular waveguides that are step-wise rotated 

to allow a final 90º rotation of the field. The waveguide with 

dimensions of 800 µm x 400 µm was employed to cover the 

target frequency range of 210-375 GHz. In our suggested 

design, electromagnetic simulations were employed to 

determine that the optimum thickness of each step must be close 

to 200 µm for the given frequency band. The rotation angle was 

optimized to maximize the fractional bandwidth. In Fig. 2 a 

simulation of the twist structure with different rotation angles is 

depicted. The optimum solution is found when, from the 

perspective of port 1, the field is rotated 22.5º by the first step 

of the twist, while the second step rotates the field at 67.5º. Such 

two-step E-field rotation eases the complete 90º field rotation 

at port 2, as illustrated by Fig.1c and d.  

In addition, each twist section includes “lobes” on each side 

with a circular shape defined by a radius R2, Fig. 1a. This 

feature is introduced to enhance the device performance at the 

lower edge of the band and, consequently, broaden the 

bandwidth of the twist. To illustrate the increment in the RF 

bandwidth by introducing the “lobes”, Fig. 3 displays the 
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Fig. 1.  Proposed waveguide twist. (a) The twist configuration consists of two 

adjacent and identical steps milled on opposite sides of a single washer.  The 

designed values are: A=318 µm, B=267 µm, C=622 µm, E= 166 µm, R1=75 

µm, and R2= 85 µm. The thickness of each step is 210 µm. (b) Rotation of the 

electric field corresponding to the main propagation mode. The orientation of 

the electric field is depicted in red for the first step, blue for second step and 

black for the rectangular waveguide (port 1). The first step allows the rotation 

of the field 22.5º while the second further rotates the E-field 67.5º. The angles 

are counterclockwise and referred to the field rotation of the electric field vector 

of port 1. (c) Dominant mode that propagates inside the first step of the twist. 

The mode resembles a TE10 mode in a ridge waveguide (d) Dominant mode that 

propagates inside the second step of the twist. (e) Proposed waveguide twist 

connected to rectangular waveguide ports. The rectangular waveguide size is 

800 µm x 400 µm. 
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simulated performance of the proposed twist with and without 

the half-circle “lobes”. From the plot, it is seen that the 

introduction of these elements improves the performance at low 

frequencies. Furthermore, there is a substantial improvement in 

the fractional bandwidth of the twist from 45% (235-375GHz) 

to 56%  (210-375GHz). This phenomenon could be explained 

by the increment in the effective width of the ridge structure. 

Since the lobes on each side of the structure increase the 

effective waveguide width, the cut-off frequency of the 

dominant mode decreases, and the matching is improved at the 

lower edge of the band. The plot in Fig. 2 also shows that a 

resonance appears at the higher end of the band. As investigated 

in [21], the resonance is related to a higher-order mode trapped 

inside the waveguide twist cavity. This feature imposes a clear 

limit on the bandwidth of the twist device at its high-frequency 

edge. It is important to remark that increasing B while E 

remains constant has a similar effect to adding the lobes. 

However, this introduces the resonance inside the operational 

bandwidth.  

B. Twist Design 

The starting point for the design is a double ridge waveguide 

that covers the target frequency range [25]. It is important to 

remark that the calculations presented in this section provide 

just an initial point for optimization. The proposed twist was 

designed and optimized in Ansys HFSS [26] aiming to cover 

the frequency range 210-375 GHz with a return loss of better 

than 20 dB. 

The initial values of the parameters can be calculated as 

follows: 

𝐸 + 2𝐵 = 𝑎𝑤 
(1) 

𝐸 = 𝑎𝑤 ∗ α (2) 

𝐶 = 𝑎𝑤 ∗ β (3) 

where aw is the “a” size of the input waveguide, i.e, 800 µm in 

the proposed design. Meanwhile, α and β affect the useful 

bandwidth of the device [25]. Our simulations indicate that α 

equal to 0.23 and β equal to 0.88  provides a reasonable starting 

point for the design. The remaining parameter, i.e, A, can be 

computed from the cut-off frequency for the dominant mode of 

the ridge waveguide. As an initial value, the cut-off frequency 

of the double ridge waveguide can be made equal to the cut-off 

for the dominant mode of the input rectangular waveguide. In 

[25], a close form for the cut-off frequency of the double ridge 

waveguide is detailed. For completeness, the equation is 

reproduced here with the parameters depicted in Fig.1 c: 

 

𝐹𝐶 =
1

4𝐵√𝜀µ
[1 +

4

𝜋
(1 + 0.2√

𝐶

2𝐵
) (

𝐶

2𝐵
) 𝑙𝑛 (

1

𝑠𝑖𝑛
𝜋𝐴
2𝐶

)

+ (2.45 +
0.2 𝐸

𝐸 + 2𝐵
) (

𝐸𝐶

2𝐴𝐵
)]

− 
1
2

 

(4) 

where µ and ε are the permeability and the permittivity of the 

dielectric filling the waveguide, respectively. As an initial value 

for step thickness λg/4 at the central frequency of the design 

could be employed: 

 

𝜆𝑔 =
𝜆

√1 − (
𝜆
𝜆𝑐

)
2

 

(5) 

where 𝜆c is the cut-off wavelength. Meanwhile, the rotation 

angles are initially set to 30º for the first step and 60º for the 

second step, and the radius of the lobes is set to 0. This radius 

is later increased to improve the bandwidth. 

The parameters A and E have a major impact on the 

resonance at higher frequencies. Although increasing the value 

of A and reducing E tends to improve the overall match of the 

twist, the unwanted resonance relocates inside the operational 

RF bandwidth. A similar effect is observed when the radius of 

 
Fig. 2.  Simulations of the suggested twist for different rotation angles. The 

rotation angles are set for step 1 and 2 as described in Fig.1. It is seen that due 

22.5 º and 67.5 º maximize the fractional bandwidth of the device.  

 

 
Fig. 3.  Simulations of the optimized twist device. The plots show the magnitude 

of S11 better than 20dB over the design band and 0.25dB insertion loss. It is 

evident that a broader bandwidth is achieved when the circular elements are 

included in the twist structure. 
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the lobes is set above 85 µm. The radius R1 is introduced solely 

to ease the fabrication by milling and it does not affect the 

overall performance.  

B. Sensitivity Analysis and Fabrication 

 

Designing a twist that accomplishes a return loss level better 

than 20 dB over such an extremely wide frequency range 

represents a challenging task. Due to the high frequency at 

which this twist aims to operate, the fabrication alignment 

between the different steps could introduce variations in the 

performance. Therefore, the twist was fabricated using a single 

washer milled from both sides. This allows to fulfill the 

tolerance requirements, ease the fabrication and reduce the 

measurement uncertainties. 

The overall sensitivity of the design was analyzed employing 

a relative sensitivity coefficient RSS11 [27], [28]. The 

coefficient is described as follows: 

 

RSS11 = |
∆𝑆11/S110

∆𝑉/V0
| (6) 

 

where ∆𝑆11 represent the variation of the S11 parameter when 

a small change in one of the design parameter ∆𝑉 is introduced. 

Meanwhile, the rest of the parameters remain fixed. V0 and 

S110 denote the designed value of the parameter and the S11 

response, respectively. Since the twist is a passive device, the 

same analysis is valid for S22 sensitivity. The relative 

sensitivity coefficient was evaluated at the center frequency for 

the different parameters. The result shown in Fig. 4 indicates 

that the higher the derivative value, the more sensitive is S11 

with respect to that variable. From this study, it is clear that 

parameter A is the most sensitive, followed by E and the 

rotation angle. The sensitivity in A and E  can be understood by 

considering each step of the twist as a ridge waveguide, see Fig. 

 
Fig. 4.  Tolerance analysis using a relative sensitivity coefficient. This analysis 

shows that the parameters A, E, and the angle are the most sensitive. 

 

Frequency 
Extension 
Modules 

DUT + Waveguide 
adapters

DUT
Waveguide 
Adapter 1

Waveguide 
Adapter 2

200 µm

(a)

(b)

(c)  
 

Fig. 5.  (a) Measurement setup for WR 2.2 frequency extension modules. In 

order to perform the measurement, one of the modules is rotated 90°. (b) 

Waveguide adapters employed for the measurement. A pair of adapters were use 

for each measured frequency band. The fabricated twist is depicted between the 

adapters. The twist incorporates a UG385/U standard flange. (c) Zoom over the 

the fabricated twist. The second step is seen in the background of the picture. 
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1a and Table 1. As analyzed in [29], the waveguide impedance 

of the ridge waveguide depends on the A and E of our design. 

Consequently, the matching of the structure is most sensitive to 

these parameters too.  

To assess the fabrication repeatability of the proposed design, 

two twists were fabricated and inspected under an optical 

measurement tool. Both twists were fabricated as a washer of 

aluminum. The parameters of the designed and fabricated twists 

are listed in Table 1. It is important to note that both steps of the 

twist were analyzed separately. From the table, it is observed 

that the second twist presents larger discrepancies. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 The waveguide twists were characterized using the Rohde & 

Schwarz R&S® ZNA Vector Network Analyzer and frequency 

extension modules. Due to the considerable fractional 

bandwidth of the twist, three pairs of extension modules for 

different frequency ranges were employed in the 

measurements, i.e. WR-5.1 (140-220 GHz), WR3.4 (220-325 

GHz), and WR2.2 (325-500 GHz). The data obtained from the 

different extension modules were combined to obtain the 

response over the whole target frequency range. In each case, a 

standard TRL calibration was employed. Since the proposed 

twist was designed for the waveguide size 800µm x 400µm, a 

pair of adapters was employed to accommodate the required 

waveguide dimension of the VNA extension modules. These 

adapters were later characterized and de-embedded by post-

processing to obtain the frequency response of the twists. The 

measurement setup for the WR2.2 modules is shown in Fig.5.  

A comparison between the simulated and measured 

performance of the two fabricated twists is illustrated in Fig. 6 

and 7 In both cases, the return loss is better than 20 dB over 

most of the band, whereas insertion losses are below 0.3 dB. 

From the measurements, it is seen that the resonance initially 

outside the frequency band moved to lower frequencies. To 

understand the shift of the performance towards lower 

frequencies, the measured sizes presented in Table 1 were 

introduced into the simulations. These simulations accurately 

predict the behavior of both fabricated twists, as depicted in Fig. 

6 and 7. Interestingly, T1 presents a response closer to the 

designed twist. This could be explained by a higher accuracy in 

the fabrication as illustrated in Table 1. In particular, T1 shows 

a higher precision in some of the most sensitive parameters, i.e. 

A and E. It is important to note that despite the mechanical 

deviations in fabrication both twists reach an outstanding 56% 

fractional bandwidth in the frequency range 205-365 GHz. This 

indicates that the proposed twist is rather tolerant to geometrical 

variations and it can be easily fabricated through simple 

techniques such as direct milling. 

The twist proposed in this work is compared with the state-

of-the-art 90° waveguide twist found in the literature in Table 

2. It is seen that the proposed waveguide twist covers the larger 

fractional bandwidth, with the lower insertion loss and 

thickness. Although the designs presented in [31] and [21] 

achieved an excellent performance, their compactness is 

compromised since they are integrated into a split block, and 

thus, subject to misalignment and leaky split. Moreover, the 

devices explored in [30] and [23] include multiple sharp 

corners, increasing the fabrication complexity. From the 

comparison, it becomes clear that our proposed twist combines 

a highly compact design with a remarkable fractional 

 
Fig. 6.  Experimental results for twist T1. 

 

 
Fig. 7.  Experimental results for twist T2. 

 

 

220-320 37% ˃ 4 0.5 ⁓20

500-700 33% - 2.5 20

[17] 75-110 37% 1.12 0.11 25

[23] 600-750 22% 0.43 0.5 20

[31] 220-330 40% 8.75 0.6 ⁓25

[22] 140-220 44% 0.3 0.4 ⁓20

[21] 220-330 40% 18.14 1 25

This Work 205-365 56% 0.3 0.3 ⁓20

*IL: Insertion Loss   **RL: Reflection Loss

 λg : guided wavelenght for rectangular waveguide

 TABLE II

Comparison of The State of The Art Waveguide Twists

Total Length                        

( λg )
Ref

Frequency 

(GHz)

Fractional 

Bandwidth
 IL

*
 (dB) RL

**
 (dB)

[30]
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bandwidth and low insertion loss. Moreover, the absence of 

sharp corners makes the design suitable for milling techniques 

at least up to 375 GHz. Furthermore, the presented design can 

be easily scaled down to lower frequencies, extending its 

applicability. 

III. CONCLUSION 

A novel 90° compact twist with simple geometry has been 

designed, measured and fabricated. Measurements results 

confirmed that the return loss is better than 20 dB over the 

frequency range 205-365 GHz, which corresponds to a 56% 

fractional bandwidth. This implies that practically the proposed 

twist can cover the entire operational bandwidth of the 

waveguide, except for a small fraction where the proximity to 

cut-off frequency enhances the losses. We have shown that our 

twist is well-suited for fabrication through direct milling 

techniques at least up to 365 GHz with fair repeatability. The 

design is compact and brings ease to manufacturing since it is 

integrated into a single metallic washer. Moreover, its 

simplicity and compactness make it suitable and advantageous 

for a wide variety of applications from microwave to 

millimeter-wave ranges.  
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